Arrival from the direction of Ostrava:
Take the exit Paskov at the 44th kilometre, then drive along Místecká Street to Lenzing Biocel Paskov. You can also take the Staříč exit at the 49th kilometre, drive along the road (111 and 112) to the existing car park in front of the cargo gate of Lenzing Biocel Paskov a.s.

Arrival from the direction of Frýdek-Místek:
Take the exit Staříč at the 49th kilometre, then drive along the road (111 and 112) to the existing car park in front of the cargo gate of Lenzing Biocel Paskov a.s.

Cargo transport, delivery of round timber:
The only possible route to the company is from highway R56 (take the exit Staříč at the 49th kilometre), drive along the road (111 and 112) to the existing car park in front of the cargo gate of Lenzing Biocel Paskov a.s. Trucks are not permitted to drive through the villages of Paskov, Sviadnov, Oprechtice, Žabeň or Staříč.
Route for transportation of fiber at the Lenzing Biocel Paskov complex

Legend:
1. The vehicle carrying the wood material arrives at the weighbridge
2. Light barrier – you must not continue to the weighbridge if the lights come on – the max. height of 2 m is exceeded
3. Receipt of wood material at the weighbridge
4. Truck carrying wood material arrives at the weighbridge
5. Departure of empty vehicles from unloading, cleaning, arrival at the weighbridge – 2nd weighing
6. Receipt of wood material at the weighbridge
7. Trucks carrying woodchips arrive for unloading and return to the weighbridge
8. Vehicles leave after 2nd weighing – departure from the complex
9. Handling area for the KALMAR unloading mechanism